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Gynaecological chair DEMETER 02 (New)

New,
Made in Poland,
It has a stable steel construction coated with powder paint,
Additional durability is ensured by the use of stainless steel in the movable parts of the chair and a fully ball-bearing lifting mechanism,
The backrest consists of three parts, including a removable footrest,
It has electrically adjustable height,
Basic option - hand control - at no extra charge,
Option with 1 additional footswitch - at extra charge (including hand control for all functions and 1 footswitch with a selected function)
Option with additional 2 foot-operated remote controls - at extra charge (in set a hand-held remote control with all functions and 2 foot-
operated remote controls with chosen 2 functions)
Option with additional 3 footfootfobs - extra charge (in set with hand transmitter - all functions and 3 footfootfobs with 3 functions)
Option with foot remote control instead of hand transmitter - extra charge (3 foot remotes with 3 functions included)
Backrest and seat are adjustable with electric servomotors, after installing footrest it is possible to reach lying position,
As a standard the armchair is equipped with knee pads adjustable in all planes and a stainless steel container,
It is possible to order upholstery in a colour of your choice free of charge, except for "PRESTIGE" colours which are available at an extra
charge,
Additional options are available (at extra charge):
Paper hanger,
Caster system,
Foot remote control (instead of manual remote control),
Hand grips (armrests),
Technical parameters:
Length without footrest 139 cm, with footrest 190 cm,
Width 65 cm,
Height 65 - 100 cm,
Trendelenburg position 00 - 200 (with electric actuator),
Anti-Trendelenburg position -150 - 00 (with an electric actuator),
Backrest adjustment angle 00 - 750 (by electric actuator),
Kerb weight 90 kg,
Maximum load 150 kg,
It has a valid Technical Passport,
Warranty on structure 24 months,
Warranty on hydraulic accessories 12 months,
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us!
In case you don’t find the product you are interested in, please get in touch with us and we will do our best to find the perfect solution for YOU.
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